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Pro���m N��e Cla�� ��s���p�i��

Hom����k C�u� Homework Club is a place for students to work on homework, read and progress on
school projects in a casual setting. Students can work collaboratively and seek
support from their peers and instructor.

Yog� Ms. Messinger uses her knowledge and experience to create fun playful children's
yoga classes. The classes are filled with fun games and creative activities that use
yoga asanas and philosophy as its basis or guiding principles. The children are guided
in traditional postures, but also encouraged to express their creativity.

Sk��e�� ��p Ho� The class is about having fun and encouraging kids to shine.
Skybeat Kids incorporates simple hip hop dance moves and rhythmic games that
allow kids to explore dance in an interactive and creative way.   The class culminates
in a stage performance at the end of the semester, complete with costumes and
lights. Have your child put on their dancing sneakers, let's dance and have fun.

Bre����n�i�g A class that will teach the fundamentals and basic skills of breakdancing through
Drills, exercise, and fun!

Par���� This class is designed to teach kids the fundamentals of basic parkour skills-a dynamic
range of activities, which include jumping, climbing, and obstacles. Students will
become conditioned through Parkour as well well as learn its history and how it’s
evolved over the years.

Bal��� &
Con���p��a�y D����

Let’s dance! Ms. Brigette introduces students to the fundamentals of Ballet and
Contemporary Dance in a fun and creative environment, where dancers learn to
perform choreography as well as how to create their own dances.
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Brigette Cormier is a movement director, educator, and choreographer who’s been
in the field of dance education for over 20 years. She’s passionate about dance and
loves to create a supportive environment where students can experience the joy of
dance for themselves.
Learn more about Brigette at www.BrigetteCormier.com

Spa���h In this course, students will learn the essentials of the Spanish language and culture,
while developing the skills needed to confidently have a basic conversation in one of
the most spoken languages in the world.

Co�k��� The Real Food Academy is a program operated by The Real Food Academy and is
much more than a traditional cooking school for kids. First and foremost we teach our
students about nutrition and how to make healthy food choices. Our curriculum was
developed around our slogan which is “We Don’t Change the Dish….We Change
the Ingredients” . In short, we simply clean up any dish that kids already know and
love and swap bad ingredients for healthy alternatives using natural and organic
foods. Also, cooking classes help build a foundation for many essential life skills.
Learning to cook helps kids build self-esteem, learn basic math skills and develop their
growing vocabulary. Additionally, cooking together fosters stronger relationships with
family and friends and helps cultivate the all-important skills of listening to, and
following, directions!

Soc��� Playing soccer involves several basic skills: passing, shooting , dribbling and
controlling, or trapping the ball . These skills can be learned at any age , and a good
soccer player works continually to improve them.
Coach Felipe teaches the kids teamwork and respect for each other.

Ten��� Yes, we are back! Ready to play tennis? Rocket Tennis Stars combine learning tennis
and having fun! Our unique teaching style is called “dynamic instruction.” Children
tend to get bored in most beginner tennis clinics, NOT IN OURS!!! Instructional, fun
games, and personal development keep our students engaged while developing
the proper lifetime tennis skills.

http://www.brigettecormier.com/
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The students will develop the foundation for high school and college tennis. Besides
learning the most updated and advanced tennis techniques, our main concern is to
keep the children motivated and enthusiastic so that they can stay engaged with
this exclusive sport.

Bas���b��� / Fo�t���l Join Coach Alonso as he breaks down the mechanics of these sports. Students will
have fun while engaging in cooperative and friendly competition.

Gir�� ��s���ba�� Get into shape with a great team sport, basketball! You will learn the fundamentals
of the game of basketball while improving your fitness level, making new friends, and
having fun! You will learn the skills of dribbling, passing and shooting while developing
teamwork. Basketball is a fun team sport that you can continue to play for a lifetime.
We will play a variety of small group games to help develop your skill level and
understanding of the game of basketball. So come join us for some fun and fitness!
Now accepting girls in grades two to five.

S.T.E.M Join Mrs. Greene to explore science, technology, engineering, and math through
hands-on, real-world problem solving! STEM kids will learn important science and
math skills without even realizing because they are having so much fun! Look forward
to building a Geometric Marble Maze, create a Rube Goldberg Machine, learn to
code, and much more!

Cla� ����li�� CLAY  WORLD explores the ART of Clay Modeling  and Character Design. This artistic
class helps students  improve their CREATIVITY, fine motor skills and ARTISTIC
CAPABILITIES. Monsters, Fairies, animals, backdrops and all sorts of creatures will be
hand built to create an amazing Clay World.
Different techniques  will be implemented such as pointillism, spreads, textured clay
among others.
“Sculpting lets CHILDREN express their FEELINGS and CREATIVITY in a  manner, even
more if this is carried out with such a PLAYFUL material such as clay”.

Pa�n���g & Mix�� CLAY  WORLD explores the ART of Painting while exploring different mediums. This
artistic class helps students  improve their CREATIVITY, fine motor skills and ARTISTIC
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Med�� CAPABILITIES. Monsters, Fairies, animals, backdrops and all sorts of creatures will be
painted to create an amazing World of Colors.
Different techniques  will be implemented such as spatula, sponge, textured clay
among others.

Cla� A��m��i�� CLAY WORLD explores the ART of Clay Animation, Clay Modeling  and Stop Motion
Techniques. This ARTISTIC class helps students  improve their creativity, fine motor skills
and ARTIST capabilities. Monsters, Fairies, animals, backdrops and all sorts of
CREATURES will hand built to create an AMAZING short animation video

Jew���y M��i�g Taking this class can be a great way to learn new jewelry making techniques,
exploring many types of materials to create fabulous hand-crafted jewelry.
If you love to make jewels and create new things this class is definitely for you!
Originally from Argentina, Ely has lived in South Beach for twenty years. As a local
artist, photographer, environmental steward, and mother, Ely's work in the community
and at South Pointe Elementary has been the perfect marriage between art,
education, and the environment.

3D Ar� Ely Bistrong brings excitement, inspiration and most importantly, love to her classes.  If
your child loves to build, draw, paint, design, sculpt, create, laugh, and create
beautiful art, this class is for them. Ely creates a comfortable, creative and relaxing
environment.

Sin���g

In “Singing with Nay” students will learn to hear and understand music in a whole new
way.  As we set goals and prepare to achieve them, we work to develop confidence
in ourselves as well as learn how to empower our fellow singers.  This course will
prepare students by instilling them with a strong foundation by learning tools such as
proper vocal techniques, rhythms, breath control, and nurturing our natural abilities
while identifying points for improvement.  Nay’s singers will enjoy finding their own
voice while learning to use music and singing as an outlet for self-expression.  This is
not a class for practicing, but a class where we learn how to practice independently
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to guarantee continued growth outside of “Singing with Nay”.  While much of this
class will be disguised as fun and team and leader building, learning to enjoy
practicing and working through performance jitters will be our main objectives. Fun is
inevitable with your passionate teacher, Ms. Nay, and this care driven course to help
young artists find their direction in the arts!

Mus���� The����

Pi�n�

Musical Theatre is back!   We are very excited about working with your child where
we will not only focus on the arts of singing, acting, dancing, and performing, but
also on how to work as a team and support each other.  This will be a small class. Our
goal is for each child to have fun, be engaged, and learn from the experience.  We
want each child to understand that everyone is a STAR no matter what role he/she
has! At the end of the semester the students will put on a small
performance. The class will be taught by two university musical theatre students who
have extensive experience working with children and supervised by Mrs. Arsenault.

Group piano is an introduction to keyboard playing. This class will introduce left and
right hand positions, concept of black and white keys, high and low registers, loud
and soft sounds, basic rhythm patterns, and note reading.
The piano classroom consists of 4 keyboards and 1 piano. Students are required to
bring in and leave their headphones in piano class. One by one, each student is
called to come to the piano for his/her mini piano lesson and then sent back to their
keyboard to practice with headphones. Students are continuously rotated at the real
piano for their mini lesson until class is over.

Roc� ��n� Our very talented musician and drum teacher, Raul Ramirez will empower and inspire
our SPE Kids with an amazing and fun Rock Band Program. He will teach children to
play popular music styles they know and love. Learning to play an instrument and
play in a group can help your child fine-tune her ear and enhance skills needed for
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education and social interaction. Students at an early age can already reap the
benefits of quality music education.

Dru�� Drumming is an excellent way for children to learn self-awareness, listening skills,
coordination of breath and movement, cooperation and patience.
It is also a valuable channel for intense emotions and teaches containment of strong
feelings and impulses that would otherwise become disruptive and destructive.

Gu�t�� Learn to play guitar and become the musician you've always wanted to be! In these
fun and informative lessons, you'll build and improve your guitar skills step-by-step with
the help of hands-on exercises, audio and video recordings, and detailed illustrations.

Fun �� �h� Ga���n

Che��

Join Patty and Paola in our beautiful and lush SPE garden! Your child will learn all
about growing plants and the health benCefits of fruits and vegetables while
exploring, taking care, and having fun in our garden. We will create fun opportunities
for your child to grow and learn through gardening as they engage their natural
curiosity and wonder.  All proceeds from this class go directly to the maintenance of
our school garden.

Capablanca Chess Academy, an affiliate of the United States Federation, is proud to
offer a chess program taught by an International Master and professional chess
coach. All levels are welcomed. Students will be taught critical thinking skills and
visualizations skills to help them learn and improve their game. Students will learn
opening principles, tactics and strategies, end-game techniques, and checkmate
patterns. Multiple games of famous chess players will be analyzed during the session
to show students the application of the principles taught in class and to teach them
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Mov�� �a���g

Lil �.t.e.m

Lil ����� �ar���
Cob�� ���at�

how a grand master thinks.  Participants will also have the opportunity to play with
other players and receive feedback from a coach. 
Chess challenges the brain to sustain concentration and strengthen executive
functions, which is particularly beneficial for kids with ADHD. Our program students
are taught the benefits of careful observation and concentration, we train children
to imagine a sequence of actions before they happen and potential outcomes. They
learn to evaluate the results of the specific actions. Children also learn patterns and
apply them to different situations. We teach them how to control the impulsivity of
playing without thinking. Every child is welcomed in our program. 

In this 2-hour weekly class, learn the magic of making movies with professional
filmmaker David Rodriguez, as you act, direct, and film famous scenes from movies.
The final film will be shown at a Friends' Movie Night.

Fun experiments! Exciting projects! It's time to introduce our youngest minds to the wondrous worlds
of science, technology, engineering, and math with the amazing Anja Sherry, former elementary
teacher and founder of Adaptive Education.

Learn the movements of karate under the leadership of Miami Beach's own Beach Martial Arts. In a
fun group setting, you'll get more athletic and improve your self-discipline. Let's do this!
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Lil ��� &Fit���s

Cre����e T�m�

Tum���n�

Join Coach Anja, former competitive runner and elementary teacher, to experience the joys of
track and field, from agility workouts to sprints and relay races. In a fun and friendly setting, learn
proper running techniques ... and play some games along the way. 

Basic idea of this enrichment program is to develop enthusiasm for acting and spark
interest in creative expression of emotions and thoughts through movements, gestures
and games. This program will aim to increase student’s vocal expression, confidence,
social skills and creativity. Weekly activities will be inspired by acting and directing giants
like Charlie Chaplin and will include pantomime, tongue twisters, and games such as
‘add a freeze’. Students will demonstrate their skills through a short performance at the
end of the semester.  

The class will be showing the fundamentals of flipping and tumbling, through the
discipline of Gymnastics , parkour and Acro, as well as working on balance and other
flexibility skills

FO� ��R� I���R���I�N
VI��� : W��.FO���F�U���T�O�.OR�

EM���: EN���H���T@FO���F�U���T�O�.OR�

http://www.fospefoundation.org
mailto:ENRICHMENT@FOSPEFOUNDATION.ORG

